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Introduction

This article is conceptually and methodically related to Dr. Genko 
Kanev’s method in his article explaining the application of his method 
in patients with algodistrophy of the knee joint. This article was 
published under the title “A New Unique Magnetic Treatment Method 
in Physiotherapy for Body educational Healing: Observations on 
Algodystrophy of a Knee Joint” – Kanev, Int J Phys Ther Rehab 2024, 
10:185, https://doi.org/10.15344/2455-7498/2024/185.

The scope is expressed in the common features between the variant 
application of the method to treat patients with algodystrophy of the 
knee joint and the application of the method in patients with benign 
hypertrophy of the prostate gland. 

The possibilities of Dr. Kanev's method can be demonstrated 
more fully by expanding the scope of the method's application and 
explaining and presenting the observations of the results achieved 
in other, different sections of the nosological units: For example, in 
patients with benign hypertrophy of the prostate gland. 

This scope of the method is determined by the occurrence 
and development of synergistic phenomena during the specific 
organization and implementation of the method in the form of an 
educational, healing interaction between the diseased organism 
and selected external physical impacts. In other words, the scope is 
expressed in the common features between, on the one hand, the 
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specific medical devices, tools, manipulations and variant application 
of the method in the treatment of patients with algodystrophy of 
the knee joint, and on the other hand - the specific devices, tools, 
manipulations and variant application of the method in patients with 
benign hypertrophy of the prostate gland. These specific features 
and differences in the practical application of the method form two 
varieties of its implementation, but with the same range of goals and 
high quality of the results achieved in the different nosological groups. 
These goals and results are: controlled expansion of the real limits 
(normal physiological limits and/or pathologically changed limits) 
of certain homeostatic parameters according to the characteristics 
of the damage to the organism; transition of the organism to a new, 
more adequate working mode; recovery of the homeostatic state or 
its development to a new level, i.e. homeorrhea and/or allostasis; 
concurrent homeomorphosis. In general, this is the way of the 
new, better healing processes in the organism and, accordingly, the
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Abstract

Background and Purpose: The scope of this new method is determined by the occurrence and 
development of synergistic phenomena in the specific organization and purpose of carrying out the 
method in the form of an educational, healing interaction between the diseased organism and selected 
external physical impacts. 
Methods: The originality of Dr. Genko Kanev's method also lies in the use of medically controlled external, 
artificial, heterogeneous and multi-component physical impacts, arranged and conducted as a specific and 
unique type of body-educational, magnetic and/or electromagnetic healing physiotherapy procedures. 
The article describes a practical guide to the application of external, physical impact in the topoanatomical 
region of the lesser pelvis and pelvic floor of a man - treatment of benign hypertrophy of the prostate gland 
by physical educational impact - Lekcionem Human Corpore. In this case, the physical educational impact 
was created and carried out through a Physiotherapy (Magnetic and Electromagnetic - PEMF) Positional 
Weightlessness and Gravity Simulator.
Findings and Results:  The summaries comparison of the treatment effectiveness in the main groups 
versus the control groups showed that the patients in the main groups had clinically significant, clearly 
visible positive results, recovery of normal or sufficiently close to normal vital functions and activities, and 
practically completely acceptable increase in the quality of life. 
Interpretation and Conclusion: Simultaneously applying a general, physiological approach to 
various fields of medical theory and practice in space medicine, environmental medicine and modern 
physiotherapy, I would like to exploit the common patterns between their strictly specific features. I would 
also like to make an united methodological system and its application in modern and future medical 
practice.
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course of the planned treatment procedures in Dr. Kanev’s magnetic 
treatment method in physiotherapy for body-educational healing. 
The content so far is an initial, brief, systematized explanation of the 
scope of the method.

The parts of the diseased organism and the selected external 
physical impacts in the creation and running of the synergistic 
processes are different and asymmetric. The organism’s contribution 
to these synergistic phenomena is much greater. Therefore, this article 
begins by examining the interactive properties of the organism's 
reactivity, which underlie both the synergistic phenomena between 
the diseased organism and the external physical impacts used, and 
the natural educational processes, (which are controlled and directed 
in this healing – educational method). The interactive properties are 
a potential opportunity for the organism, which through the body-
educational method are additionally stimulated and implemented in 
its healing processes.

Please, find below a description of the requirements for the external 
physical impacts that are used in Dr. Kanev's method, and with the 
controlled use of which the occurrence of synergistic phenomena 
between the diseased organism and these external impacts is actually 
possible and sufficiently probable. The external physical phenomena 
selected by the method have mainly an initiating role for the 
occurrence of the synergistic phenomena and a smaller supporting 
role in their maintenance in the organism. 

Method - General Part

The new healing, physical, educational method of Dr. Genko Kanev 
is based on the role and importance of the interactive properties of 
the reactivity of the organism for maintaining and developing its 
homeostasis, homeorhesis and homeomorphosis. The originality 
of the method also lies in the use of medically controlled external, 
artificial, heterogeneous and multi-component physical impacts, 
arranged and conducted as a specific and unique type of body-
educational, magnetic and/or electromagnetic healing physiotherapy 
procedures 

Development of the interactive properties of the reactivity of the 
organism, aimed at creating synergistic phenomena with selected 
external, physical impacts penetrating its structures and functions

In the event of any extraordinary, unexpected and/or unknown 
stimulus (which is also typical of the occurrence of pathogenic processes), 
the organism responds in a polyvariant and polyvalent manner [1].

The healing processes are an elite positive component selected by the 
organism, which results from a huge number of simultaneously and/
or consecutively running isophysiological processes and isomorphic 
and isofunctional metabolic chains. These isophysiological processes 
and metabolic chains self-organize in the form of a first-stage response 
of the organism to its damages. What all isophysiological processes, 
isomorphic and isofunctional metabolic chains have in common is 
that they are prototypes of the healing processes. The typical feature 
of the multiple prototypes is - according to the conditions in the 
organism and the qualities of its vital activity - that in addition to 
the positive healing processes, certain incomplete and imperfect 
processes, as well as certain incomplete and unfinished metabolic 
chains, develop in parallel and simultaneously with them. Therefore, 
healing can be perfect or imperfect, complete or incomplete (partial).
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The healing processes of the organism (a manifestation of the 
organism's self-organization) are multistage ones and develop as a 
natural continuation of its reactivity in combination with its memory 
capacity.

The interactivity of the organism (from its general reactivity to 
internal and external stimuli) related to its memory properties is the 
basis of the use of the principles of the educational processes. Thus, 
the interactivity of the organism and the involvement of its memory 
properties in the form and in the quality of a high-tech educational 
mechanism ensure the organization and implementation of this new, 
healing, physical method.

The method of physical treatment, which is organized and carried 
out in the form of education on the healing processes in the organism, 
is subject to the general biological phenomena of education in 
multicellular organisms. 

 
More specifically, the principles of the educational processes can 

be used as a high-tech mechanism to increase the intensity, scope 
and magnitude, memorization and long-term consolidation of the 
educational processes in the organism. For this purpose, education is a 
multiply repeated external physical two-component impact, modified 
and controlled by a medical operator (tutor). Thus, the organism 
responds to the external, physical, two-component, or better, multi-
component impact interactively - through a series of actions, each 
action being connected or caused by the previous actions. 

 
A more elementary but illustrative example of the natural 

interactivity in the organism is the series of responses of the nerve 
cells to a series of frequency-exciting, electrical impulses. In this case, 
if during the refractory period the repeated excitatory impulses fall on 
the nerve cells, there will be no responses of these cells. 

 
The new method of physical healing education involves multiply 

repeated series of multi-component, external, physical impacts - but 
similarly to the illustrated example above, physical healing education 
involves multiply repeated series of exemplary, two-component, 
external, physical impacts. For better clarity, at the beginning of 
the article and in the descriptions of the practical application of the 
new method, I will often indicate that the external physical impacts 
selected and used in the method are two-component ones, but it 
should be taken into account that in many cases the new method is 
implemented by multicomponent physical impacts. Therefore, during 
the treatment educational procedures, the two-component impacts 
are repeated series, and the procedures themselves are repeated on 
the day of the treatment and on subsequent days during the entire 
course of treatment. Thus, figuratively speaking, the organism expects 
each subsequent repetition of the educational impact, being already 
prepared (in this sense, structurally and functionally changed) for it.

Certain physical impacts from the external environment cause 
the manifestation of the interactive properties of the reactivity of the 
organism, as well as the activation of its memory capacity. Thanks 
to these phenomena, from the multiple primary reactive effects to 
these external impacts, the organism repeats and consolidates the 
effects, which leads to a positive life result for it. Thus, the synergistic 
processes and phenomena of the interaction between the organism 
and certain physical impacts from the environment due to the 
superadditive, i.e. superimposed, highly positive, high-quality 
results typical of the synergistic phenomena, occur naturally and are
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maintained by the organism [2]. What appropriate external impacts 
should be used to carry out the new healing physical method? 

Thus, the test is based on selected sequences of physical changes 
of important, major (disease-significant) homeostatic constants. 
These constants are created by the tutor in the ongoing physiological 
processes in the focus of disease and the adjacent healthy tissues. Also, 
these constants are crucial and defining for the pathogenetic chain. 
On the one hand, they are common for the causes and etiology of the 
disease, and on the other, they are constituents of the physiological 
foundations of the educational training test [32]. 

The external impacts that can be used in the new method are 
selected by origin, properties, and characteristics of artificial, 
reshaped, heterogeneous and various physical factors of the natural 
environment of the organism. In the above-mentioned example of the 
exciting electrical impulses, the organism always primarily responds 
with the similar, even the same type of responses - creating and 
conducting its own nerve electrical impulses of the same shape and 
size – according to the so-called "all or nothing law". The subsequent 
encoding or work of these impulses in series, as well as other similar 
changes in the organism, are not a primary response to the external 
impact. In the implementation of the new method, the external 
impacts must primarily cause diverse, multi-variant, multi-type 
responses in the organism. In addition to this necessity, with the new 
method of educational, physical treatment, the organism must respond 
primarily and simultaneously to the external, physical impact through 
the greatest possible number and variety of its own structures. In this 
sense, these primary responses are not strictly deterministic, but 
they are not random either. They are probable and their probability 
depends on the current state of the organism and the specific work 
it is doing at that moment. As to fulfill the requirement that the 
organism should primarily respond simultaneously through a greater 
number and types of its structures to the external, physical impact, 
this impact must cover not only the damaged part of the organism and 
the tissues closest to it, but also the more distant structures of the same 
organism, as far as this is possible. In this sense, the best option for the 
application of the educational, physical method is the possibility that 
this educational external physical impact covers the entire organism 
in a controlled manner: as an overall impact on the organism that is 
constant or periodic, or as a phased distribution on different, separate 
parts of the organism. That is, this method requires the simultaneous 
impact on all tissues of the entire organism or on most of them. The 
need for the above-listed requirements to the applied external, physical 
impacts according to the new educational, physical, healing method 
stems from the desire to include a maximum number of hierarchical 
levels of education, typical of the multicellular human organism, in 
the healing treatment process. The devices, technologies and design 
of such heterogeneous, combined, local and general external impacts 
will be described and illustrated further down in the text, in the more 
detailed description of the method. 

Thus, with these impacts, the organism has many options for 
primary responses and not only one option to carry out its multi-
stage vital activity. Here I will provide an example of one of the 
suitable preformed physical factors of the environment used in the 
new method - a magnetic field, a constant magnetic field or, even 
better, a low-frequency pulsed electromagnetic field (I will provide 
the technical characteristics later, in the more detailed description of 
the method). I would like to point out right away that even with the 
currently widespread medical, magnetic and electromagnetic devices 
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and methods, which are intended for local application on the patient's 
body, the superimposed influence of the simultaneous, general impact 
of the geomagnetic field with its day and night variations should be 
also considered and taken into account. The new educational physical 
method does not rely only on the natural geomagnetic field but in 
certain cases creates an artificial magnetic or electromagnetic field in 
the patient's body and around it. There are devices, technologies and 
designs for applying the new method to both local artificial external 
impacts alone and combined local and/or general impacts.

In general, all isophysiological processes of the body (called 
above prototypes of healing processes) can be divided into two 
main types: first type - the body's own, independent of external 
impacts (determined by the genotype and by the phenotype already 
formed before the new external impacts), and the second type - 
isophysiological processes created by the organism, but initiated by an 
external impact (forming the new phenotype of the organism during 
the new external impacts). In other words, the second main type of 
isophysiological processes, i.e. those initiated by an external impact, 
requires that the organism does not act as a separate or closed system 
in its internal environment, but as an open system to the environment, 
and form with certain of its properties and impacts a new, common 
and unified, larger-scale reactive system. This unification is possible 
if the specified properties and impacts of the environment or their 
variants and components, in the historical chronology of the general 
biological development of the organism, are inherent and compatible 
with its internal environment and other organismal structures. The 
compatibility between the factors (the above-mentioned properties 
and impacts or their variants and components) of the external and 
internal environments takes place due to their historically created 
memory traces in the organism through its phylogeny and ontogeny. 
In this way, through the general, structural-functional, supra-
organismal system formed by the organism, it repeatedly enhances its 
interactive properties and qualities.

During the new external physical impact, the organism 
creates simultaneously and in parallel both types of prototypical, 
isophysiological processes indicated above. And here I would like 
to emphasize one particularly important aspect of the educational 
method - due to the organization of the external, physical impact in 
the form of an educational, training impact - the increasingly better 
trained organism during this impact selects only the more successful 
of the new isophysiological, prototype processes. That is, the organism 
selects - chooses and confirms the conduct of only the more effective 
isophysiological processes of the second type. This immediately 
creates a unique opportunity, and the parallel and simultaneous older, 
self-created isophysiological prototypes of healing processes of the 
organism are combined with more effective new isophysiological, 
healing processes created by the supra-organismal system they 
share with the external factors and impacts. The healing result for 
the organism is greater, due to the overlaying of the processes in a 
conjugate and superadditive manner, and the probability of the 
appearance and progress of the synergy phenomenon is constantly 
increasing until it actually occurs (see the healing results at the end 
of the article).

The supra-organismal system arranged by the organism is an 
expression of the leading role of the organism in its interaction with 
the external, physical impact. This leading role and predominant 
activity are known in the systems theory (in this case, the systems 
are two: the organism, considered as a separate system, and the other 
system - the external environment around the organism with its 
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magnetic component) under the name of asymmetric interactivity. 
In conclusion - the two main types of isophysiological processes 
reviewed above (described as prototypes of the healing processes, 
as well as the subsequent final healing processes) are created by the 
organism as a result of its natural historical, phylogenetic training and 
individual, ontogenetic training.

The new method is directly aimed at affecting the self-organization 
of the isophysiological processes, the isomorphic and isofunctional 
metabolic chains of the prototypes of healing processes.

The essence of the new method is an educational impact with 
artificially created (inside the organism), additional, auxiliary and 
educational isophysiological processes, isomorphic and isofunctional 
metabolic chains. These auxiliary and educational processes and 
metabolic chains are synergistic, more successful analogues of the 
organism's own independent prototypes and prototypes independent 
of any external impact (i.e. the ongoing imperfect and incomplete 
healing processes as well as the unclosed and incomplete metabolic 
chains, before the physical, educational impact) in the self-organization 
of the healing processes. Synergistic analogues are combined and 
superimposed superadditively on the naturally occurring processes of 
self-education in the self-organization of all morpho-functional levels 
in the healing processes of the organism. 

The possibility of a medical impact arises from the interaction 
achieved by this method between the natural processes in the organism 
and the externally applied impact according to the rules of the general 
biological mechanisms of education, the memory mechanisms 
and their expression as functions and structures. That is, reception 
and assimilation of the external medical impact by the organism is 
achieved with permanent, more successful, superadditive changes in 
it. These permanent, superadditive changes in the organism are the 
resulting and final physiological functions and anatomical structures 
of the already described prototypes of the healing processes.

Global significance of the interactive properties of the reactivity of 
the organism for its vital activity

As already described, the interactive properties of the organism have 
two main significant roles that are used in the present method:

1. They provide the synergistic phenomena between the organism and 
appropriate, selected, organized external, physical impacts.

2. They develop the occurrence and improvement of education as 
a general biological phenomenon, and on this basis, it is possible 
to create and apply this method for the purposes of controlled, 
educational healing.

The interactive properties of the organism are amplified with 
the active participation of its memory properties and lead to more 
effective education. This amplification is clearly expressed in the 
involvement of an increasing number of the organism’s structures, as 
well as in the engagement of the entire organism by the described, 
external, physical impact.

The interactive reactivity of the organism has a decisive impact 
on the communications between its structures in the processes of 
memory and education. In this article, I will examine the occurrence 
and conduct of education in the organism’s structures and their levels 
of organization, which possess mainly subcognitive characteristics.
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In general, the objectification of education in the organism at all 
structural and functional levels is carried out by registration and 
tracking of the changes in the communications in them [3].

The mechanism of education according to the method of the body-
educational, physical treatment is a set of dynamic, strengthening 
and enhancing changes of the communications in the organism and 
their transition into an organized educational - training system, to 
carry out more successful natural selection of the isofunctional 
prototype analogs (generally prototypical constituents) of the healing 
processes for combined synergistic phenomena with an advanced, 
superadditive, healing result. 

In short - when educating the body of the sick organism according 
to the new method, the potential properties of the organism's 
reactivity are activated and directed to synergistic phenomena with 
significantly more successful healing results.

The natural selection of the constituent, prototypical components 
of the healing-treating processes is carried out by the organism itself, 
assisted by metabolic and functional stimulation and involvement by 
the external, physical impact, by its origin, nature and characteristics, 
as well as by its organized application on the sick organism.

In general, the organization of the application of external physical 
impact according to this method can be described as a type of practical 
guide for conducting medical procedures, through specific medical 
devices and facilities. This practical guide to education of the organism 
is a system of chronological and sequential series (procedural tests) of 
artificially induced, real, physiological exercises, training procedures, 
physically modeled mechanical or other physical impacts on the sick 
organism. These procedural tests from the practical training guide are 
repeated several times during the day and in the following days for 
a certain procedural treatment period. While conducting the tests, 
the relevant physiological and similar isophysiological responses are 
created in the body. These responses are responses of the organism 
in controlled external conditions and correspondingly changed 
conditions of the internal environment of the organism. 

The conditions of the internal environment of the organism follow 
the controlled changes of the external, physical impact. Through 
the controlled changes of the internal environment (representing 
transitional states of the homeostasis of the sick organism), the 
method aims at achieving significant changes of predetermined 
parameters of the internal environment, which are directly related to 
the place of damage in the organism and its adjacent tissues, and in 
some cases - general changes in the homeostatic parameters of the 
organism. The significant changes in the indicated parameters of the 
internal environment are expressed in an expansion of the limits of the 
parameters, which before the application of the present method were 
normal or pathologically narrowed or distorted mainly in the place 
of the damage. This is how homeostasis development phenomena 
begin - the so-called homeorrhea and allostasis development, as well 
as homeomorphosis development [4, 5].

In this new state of its internal environment, the sick organism, 
assisted by the specific medical educational procedures, creates new 
and synergistic prototypes and manages to achieve higher positive 
healing results. In the situation described here, this organism 
manages to include more or all of its memory structures and memory 
levels, managing to superimpose and combinatively combine 
isophysiological processes from different organismic, hierarchical 
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levels (containing variants of isophysiological processes varying in 
complexity and completeness and interconnectedness, with different 
genotypic or phenotypic origin and different compatibility) in vivid 
superadditive, synergistic phenomena. Finally, the organism manages 
to consolidate the most successful new isophysiological processes 
(healing prototype processes), and it is now able to reproduce them 
independently and use them without the need to exercise any auxiliary, 
external, physical impact. In short, it means that the organism has 
been educated.

A summary of all written above: 

The natural, asymmetric interactivity of the organism, in the 
controlled physical healing method and in the use of the principles of 
education, covers all the structures of the organism in general, but it 
primarily occurs for maintenance and development of its homeostasis 
and its other two forms - homeorhesis and homeomorphosis. 

Therefore, this new method is aimed at affecting all structures of the 
organism, but primarily at its homeostasis and its other two forms - 
homeorhesis and homeomorphosis [6, 7].

Method- Special Part

Organization And Conduct of Body-Educational Treatment and 
Healing According to Dr. Kanev's Method: Two Examples of 

Practical Guides According to The Nosological Group of Diseases.

The practical guides include all specialized medical, physiotherapy 
devices, apparatus, and physiotherapy weightlessness and gravity 
simulators (from Figure 1 to Figure 3 and from Figure 5 to Figure 15), 
which are fully manufactured by “Synergetic Intellectual Systems – 
SIS – Kanevi and Co” Company.

For a clearer presentation of the principles necessary to develop 
the practical guides, I will also use the opportunity to compare their 
similarities and differences by applying the same structural plan to 
their description. I will describe two sample guidelines specialized 
and intended for two different nosological groups of diseases 
consecutively and immediately one after the other.

Differences between the first and second exemplary practical guide:

First exemplary practical guide - practical guide for application 
of external physical impact on human limbs - treatment of 
algodystrophies (in diseases and injuries) of the knee joint through 
physical educational impact - Lekcionem Human Corpore according 
to Dr. Kanev’s method [8, 9]. In this case, the physical educational 
impact is a two-component one (Author's note: with the general and 
complete requirements of the method, the physical educational impact 
is multi-component with the possibility of using, in the different 
practical guides, a different number of components depending on 
the specific goals and tasks set for the different nosological groups of 
diseases and injuries).

First component: of the physical impact and its contribution to the 
practical guide:

The development of a practical guide is based on the controlled 
induction in the organism of the physiological effects of the 
first component of the physical impact - application of external, 
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mechanically - cuffed intermittent occlusions and reperfusions of the 
peripheral blood circulation in a precisely defined, topoanatomical 
area of the diseased limb. Chronologically and periodically arranged 
multiples of cyclic, intermittent sequences of the indicated occlusions 
and reperfusions are conducted [10, 11].

Due to the dependence of blood circulation on the position of the 
body of the human organism in the gravitational field of the space, 
it is necessary to determine the position of the body in advance and 
maintain or change it in a directed and controlled manner. The mutual 
arrangement of the organs and parts must also be determined in 
advance and controlled subsequently. In the exemplary case presented 
here, the position of the body is horizontal, lying on a horizontal plane 
on the back, with the limbs retracted towards and along the length of 
the patient's body. The patient's position does not change during the 
individual procedures and the entire course of treatment.

Medical procedures, physiotherapeutic and other medical devices, 
specific equipment and appliances, providing and implementing the 
first component of the multi-component (two-component in this 
case) physical impact, which are used in the first exemplary practical 
guide to Dr. Kanev’s method of body-educational treatment and 
healing:

Thus, the external, physical, two-component impact is a controlled, 
chronological sequence of external, cuff-dependent occlusions and 
reperfusions of the blood circulation of the limb proximal to the focus 
of the disease (about 2 to 4 cm proximal to the kneecap on healthy 
tissues) combined with simultaneous external, magnetic and/or 
electromagnetic impact on the focus of the disease and the adjacent 
healthy tissues (Figure 1).

The devices and appliances required for the exemplary impact on 
the human limbs and their methods of use determine the procedures 
of the medical professional serving the patient, (hereinafter referred 
to as tutor). The way of using the devices and appliances represents a 
specific sequence of usual medical procedures.

A pneumatic tourniquet is used for the procedures of external cuff-
dependent occlusions and reperfusions of the blood circulation of the 
limb - a pneumatic cuff sphygmomanometer for routine and standard 
measurement of arterial blood pressure. Through a series of stepwise 
gradient-increasing changes in the cuff pressure, the tutor achieves

Figure 1: From Dr. Kanev's photo archive: Model of multi-component 
(in this case - two-component) physical training, impact according to 
Dr. Kanev's method in knee joint algodistrophy. 
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stepwise increasing occlusions of the limb's circulation distal to the 
site of the sphygmomanometer cuff placement. The maximum value 
of the cuff pressure is determined by the tutor, usually around the 
value of the patient's systolic pressure measured according to the Riva 
Rocci method. Through a series of gradient-descending changes in 
the cuff after reaching the maximum, the tutor achieves gradient-
escalating reperfusions.

The minimum pressure value in the cuff is 0 mm Hg. The difference 
between two adjacent stepwise degrees of pressure is determined by 
the tutor and is usually 5 to 10 mm Hg.

The pressure in the cuff, typical of each individual step of the 
ascending or descending series is maintained by the tutor for a time 
determined by him (usually 2 to 3 minutes).

Changes in cuff pressure from minimum to maximum or vice versa 
form a series of pressures that are repeated many times during the 
educational treatment procedure. Between two sequences there is a 
time - a pause, also determined by the tutor (usually between 2 and 
5 minutes). One sequence of the previously described changes in 
the cuff pressure combined with a time-pause form a cycle. A cycle 
can be more complex and contain more than one type of sequence 
and be a combination of sequences. Several consecutive cycles of 
pressure changes in the cuff and together with a parallel magnetic or 
electromagnetic impact on the site of the disease and adjacent healthy 
tissues form an educational training procedure. The educational 
training procedure is basic and determining for the educational 
training test in the education of the human body.

Second exemplary practical guide - a practical guide to the 
application of external physical impact in the topoanatomical area 
of the lesser pelvis and the human pelvic floor - treatment of benign 
hypertrophy of the prostate gland by physical educational impact - 
Lekcionem Human Corpore according to Dr. Kanev’s method. In this 
case, the physical educational impact is a two-component one (this is a 
specific, exemplary version of the multi-component external physical 
impact - see the Author's note in s. 1), created and applied through 
a Physiotherapy (Magnetic and Electromagnetic - PEMF) Positional 
Weightlessness and Gravity Simulator.

First Component of the physical impact and its contribution to the 
practical guide. 

The same methodological approach when determining the first 
components to the two different exemplary practical guides for the 
application of Dr. Kanev's method is expressed in the selection and 
organization of two symmetrically similar physiological sources of 
development or physiological "generators" of controlled changes in 
the available initial state of homeostasis of the sick organism. 

The common goal is achieved through the specific technical devices 
and standard medical equipment and the specific organization and 
conduct of medical procedures developed in these practical guides. 
This common goal is the creation of controlled changes in the 
homeostasis of the sick organism, using the natural possibilities of the 
body's reactivity to form highly active, temporary attractor structures, 
or the so-called physiological "generators". 

A necessary condition is that the controlled changes provide an 
expansion of the limit values of a significant number of homeostasis 
parameters, specific and significant for various diseases and injuries.
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This expansion of the limit values must be strong and vitally 
significant for the sick organism, so that it adequately updates its 
homeostatic state and moves into a new working mode of its vital 
activity. 

In the first, exemplary guide aimed at the treatment of 
algodystrophy of the knee joint, the structural-functional unity and 
contradiction between the phenomena of occlusion and reperfusion 
of the peripheral blood circulation of the diseased lower limb were 
chosen as a physiological "generator" for a source of homeostasis 
development [12, 13].

In the second exemplary practical guide aimed at the treatment 
of benign hypertrophy of the prostate gland, a symmetrically 
similar physiological "generator" in the diseased organism is chosen 
- structural - functional unity and contradiction between the 
phenomena of antiorthostatic weightlessness (microgravity) and 
natural, planetary gravity.

Medical procedures, physiotherapeutic and other medical devices, 
specific equipment and appliances, providing and implementing 
the first component of the multi-component (two-component in 
this case) physical impact, which are used in the second exemplary 
practical guide to Dr. Kanev’s method of body-educational treatment 
and healing:

Dr. Kanev's method (implemented systematically and in full 
through this practical guide), which uses the dependence of the 
blood circulation, lymph flow, intercellular and tissue fluids on the 
position of the body of the human organism in the gravitational field 
of the space (i.e. the manifestations of antigravity homeostasis, which 
is a constituent element of the overall homeostasis of the organism) 
requires that the positioning of the patient's body be determined in 
advance and maintained or changed in a directed and controlled 
manner. The relative positioning of the organs and parts of the body 
must also be determined in advance and controlled subsequently 
14, 15, 16]. For the purposes of its method, Dr. Kanev created an 
original and unique Physiotherapy (Magnetic and Electromagnetic 
- PEMF) Positional Weightlessness and Gravity Simulator. The bed 
mechanism for placing the patient's body is the first basic technical 
module in the specialized design of the physiotherapy simulator 
and is intended to mechanically achieve and provide dynamic and 
intermittent positioning of the patient's body, place purposefully 
defined, topological areas of the patient's organs and systems in space, 
as well as the mutual positioning of the movable body parts and 
organs relative to the body contour of the same patient (Figure 2 and 
Figure 3). Thanks to the automated bed technical module, different 
variants of successive cyclical sequences of intermittent positions 
of the patient's body with different durations of time required by 
the method are conducted. In general, the sequence of positional 
placements of the patient's body includes: end position 1- state of 
antiorthostatic position (from a maximum inclination of - 45 degrees 
of the bed plane of the bed module relative to the initial horizontal 
plane of the simulator, with the patient lying head down and legs up 
(in the world medical literature, this state is known as „head-down 
bed rest – HDBR, usually with a slope of -6 to -30 degrees”, see Figure 
4); equilibrium position 2 - a state of transient horizontal position of 
the patient in the horizontal plane of the simulator, coinciding with 
0 degrees of the horizontal bed plane of the bed module; and end 
position  3 - state of orthostatic position (up to a maximum reverse 
inclination of +45 degrees of the bed plane of the bed module relative 
to the horizontal plane of the stimulator - the patient lies with his head 
up and the legs down).
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The second exemplary practical guide for the two-component 
physical impact according to the method of the body-educational 
treatment and healing serves the above-described dynamics of
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the mechanical operation of the bed module of the physiotherapy 
weightlessness simulator by providing selected and controlled 
positions of the patient and the transitions between them. That is, these 
are versions of transitional positions of the bed modules with a patient 
on them from the above-described three-phase general sequence of 
positions of the patient's body - from a maximum inclination of the 
body of -45 degrees, through the horizontal transition from 0 degrees, 
up to a reverse maximum inclination of +45 degrees.

The bed mechanism module of the physiotherapy simulator 
performs automatic, mechanized movements to create and maintain 
an unlimited number and degrees of inclination of its working patient 
bed platform. Its initial position is always horizontal in relation to the 
overall structure of the simulator. The bed module can make a single 
slope corresponding to a certain position of the patient's body or 
create suitable patient positions for certain periods of time. Thus, the 
bed module can go into oscillating (rocking) cyclic modes with preset 
amplitudes. Cycles can be single or repetitive, cycles of the same type 
of amplitudes or combinations of types, and provide selected pauses 
between the cyclic modes. 

Everything described so far is defined as a specialized typified set of 
mechanical automated movements and positionings combined with 
appropriate mechanical medical procedures to create and maintain 
the first component of the multi-component (two-component) 
physical educational impact. 

In the exemplary case here, the initial position of the body of the 
patient with benign prostatic hypertrophy is horizontal, he is lying on 
a horizontal plane on his back, with his limbs retracted to and along 
his body.

Chronologically and periodically arranged cyclical intermittent 
sequences of the indicated specific positionings of the patient's body 
are carried out and the medical and physiotherapy measurements are 
taken simultaneously and in parallel. 

At the same time, in parallel with the positionings of the patient’s 
body, certain medical, securing, logistical procedures are directed 
and carried out in the area of the patient’s pelvis, abdomen and lower 
limbs.

During the implementation of this specialized positioning 
mechanical typified complex through the bed mechanized module of 
the physiotherapy simulator, the processed manipulated sick organism 
responds with numerous, expected from the treatment method, 
physiological changes, including primarily in its homeostasis. 

 
Conducting the specialized typified complex on a patient for the 

purpose of healing through the body - educational physical healing 
is a training educational test in the exemplary practical guide on the 
physical educational impact - Lekcionem Human Corpore, in cases of 
benign hypertrophy of the prostate gland.

For the reactivity (mostly its interactive properties) of the sick 
organism, the positioning mechanical typified complex is a provoking 
system for strenuous physiological (and mostly methodically targeted, 
homeostatic) exercises to maintain or adequately change the working 
vital modes of the cells, tissues, organs and organ systems of the sick 
organism.

Figure 2: From Dr. Kanev's photo archive: Bed mechanized 
weightlessness and gravity module - model 01.

Figure 3: From Dr. Kanev's photo archive: Bed mechanized 
weightlessness and gravity module - model 02.

Figure 4: Simulated weightlessness and microgravity – “head-down 
bed rest – HDBR”: NASA/ESA/DLR 60-day rest in bed with the head 
inclined down at -6 degrees. (According to the article of Jan-Niclas 
Honemann, S.Moestl, A.Diedrich et al.).
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 The development of a practical guide is based on a controlled 
induction in the organism of the physiological effects of the first 
component of the physical impact - application of external, anti-
gravitational and gravitational - mechanically achieved, specific 
positionings of the patient's body, on the differently inclined, 
flat, working surface of the physiotherapy weightlessness and 
gravity simulator, and which positionings achieve intermittent, 
hemodynamic, rheological changes of the peripheral and central 
blood circulation of the sick organism, lymph flow, intercellular and 
tissue fluids, change in the elastic connections between the organs in 
the body of the organism [17-19].

Dialectically connected and dialectically contradictory 
technological units of transitional, interval work complexes in the 
cause-and-effect chain, achieving a change in the physiological 
processes in the sick organism and movement and expansion of 
the limit values of the homeostasis parameters, development of 
homeorrhea, allostasis and homeomorphosis.

These dialectical units represent controlled-transitory, interval-time 
combinations of interrelationships between the specific characteristics 
and properties of the physiotherapy simulator at a certain, current for 
this time interval spatial position, on the one hand, and on the other 
hand - the momentary positional state of the sick organism in the 
simulator. The individual technological units can be arranged and 
combined in a different way by the attending medical professional 
conducting the mechanical procedures of the first component of 
the multi-component (in this case – two-component), educational 
physical impact. List of the technological units mentioned above, 
which are also effects of the influence of gravity and weightlessness in 
the organism [20-23]:

1. Zero gravity effects – when the patient's body is placed 
horizontally on the mechanized bed module: 

2. Gravitational "G" Forces effects
2.1 Positive G effects – when the patient's body is placed in an 
area of the mechanized bed unit that rises upwards.  
2.2Negative G effects (gravity in the direction from the legs to the 
head when flying or standing on the head; opposite of positive G) 
– when the patient's body is located in an area of the mechanized 
bed unit that moves downward.

3. Normal gravity effects [24-27]:

Both venous and arterial pressure are affected by gravity. The 
pressure in any vessel below the level of the heart (at the level of the 
right atrium) is increased by the effect of gravity. The pressure in any 
vessel above the level of the heart is lowered by the effect of gravity.

Above the level of the heart, the pressure decreases by 0.77 mm Hg 
(column of mercury) for each centimeter of vertical distance. Below 
the level of the heart, the pressure increases by 0.77 mm Hg for each 
centimeter of vertical distance.

Average pressure in a large artery of the head (in an adult) in a 
standing position – 62 mm Hg. Average pressure in a large artery of 
the leg in a standing position - 105 mm Hg.

4. Weightlessness effects include redistribution of fluids in the 
human body to the head, changes in the conditions of blood 
circulation and the shape of elastic structures and reduction in 
the load - weight applied to the musculoskeletal system.
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Weightlessness is a state in which the force of pressure of a body 
against the support, arising due to the gravitational attraction or the 
acceleration of the body, disappears. Another name for this effect is 
microgravity.

The most popular and widely used method of reproducing the long-
term effects of weightlessness on the human body is antiorthostatic 
bed rest (antiorthostatic hypokinesia, AOHK) with a small negative 
(head down) inclination of the body in the range of -5 to -15 degrees 
in relation to the horizontal level.

5.    Zero gravity effects:

The average pressure in the vessels in supine position at all levels is 
the same (due to zero effect of gravity). The blood becomes weightless 
- it flows very easily to the brain.

6.    Positive G effects:

Positive G: An acceleration force that acts on the body during 
upward motion.

Venous return is reduced - therefore cardiac output is reduced. 
Blood is directed to the lower limbs - therefore the pressure in the 
vessels increases. Blood is withdrawn from the upper part of the body 
- therefore cerebral arterial pressure decreases.

Brief presentation of related chain effects in the organism caused 
by positive G:

Changing the position of the body in space from horizontal to 
vertical leads to an initial decrease in the venous return through the 
vessels of the lower limbs and the veins of the body located below 
the level of the heart, which is accompanied by a decrease in blood 
supply to the right half of the heart, significant reduction in stroke 
volume of the heart (up to 45%) and minute volume of blood flow (by 
20 – 40% up to 1 – 1.5 l/ min). In order to normalize the tissue oxygen 
supply, the arteriovenous oxygen difference increases compensatory 
(by almost 70% compared to the initial level) and reflex reactions 
are triggered in response to a decrease in the activity of the pressure 
receptors in the main vessels (until decrease in the systemic arterial 
pressure) and an increase in the activity of the chemoreceptors of the 
main vessels (lower рО2 and increased рСО2). These reflex reactions 
cause activation of the pressor department of the vasomotor center 
and sympathetic centers for regulating the activity of the heart, which 
leads to the occurrence of tachycardia (which contributes to the 
normalization of the minute volume of blood flow), an increase in the 
tone of the arterioles, a transient increase in the tone of the veins and 
strengthening of the suction action [28-30].

7: Positive G effects:

Negative G: Deceleration force acting on the body during downward 
motion.

Venous return increases - cardiac output also increases. The 
pressure in the veins of the lower limbs decreases. Cerebral arterial 
pressure increases. Increased congestion in the blood vessels of the 
head and neck - a throbbing headache with flushing appears [31-33].

Having in mind the considerations above, the mechanized bed 
module can be defined as a training simulator for the physiological 
processes and homeostasis of the sick organism. The manipulated 
physiological processes and their corresponding homeostatic state 
can be maintained for some time as constant (i.e. periodically or 
intermittently constant) or change dynamically in time, according
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to the change in the mechanical procedures on them. The dynamic 
changes in the physiological processes and their corresponding 
adequate homeostatic changes can be of progressively decreasing 
intensity or progressively increasing intensity in accordance with the 
vital goals and tasks and the needs of the healing organism. In this 
way, series of consecutive separate stationary states of the individual 
work mode of the organism are formed for a certain time interval and 
these states can be externally, mechanically and medically regulated 
in multiple repeated body-educational training test cycles by the 
simulator. This is how separate treatment procedures are organized 
several times during the day and in the following days until significant 
clinical results are achieved for a completed course of treatment.

General Patterns And Symmetrical Similarities Between The First 
And Second Exemplary Practice Guidelines:

Second Component of the physical impact and its contribution 
to the two exemplary practical guides through physical educational 
impact - Lekcionem Human Corpore according to Dr. Kanev’s 
method:

Also, these practical guides are based on the physiological effects in 
the body of a controlled external impact from the second component 
of the physical impact - an artificial, constant magnetic field or a 
pulsed electromagnetic field /PEMF/ (including their combinations) 
applied to precisely defined, topo-anatomical areas of the pathological 
damage. Chronologically and periodically arranged sets of cyclically 
repeating magnetic and/or electromagnetic external influences are 
conducted [34-36].

The magnetic impact or the electromagnetic impact simultaneously 
take part with the cycles of the cuff pressures (that is, take part in 
the occlusion/reperfusion cycles and the time-pauses in them) in the 
treatment of knee algodystrophy and simultaneously take part in the 
cycles of the positional states of the physiotherapy simulator and is the 
second main constituent component of the physical multi-component 
educational impact. The only precondition for the selection properties 
of the artificially reshaped second component of the two-component 
physical impact – namely the magnetic field or the electromagnetic 
field, is to influence the organism's homeostasis in the damaged 
area and/or the general homeostasis processes in the organism in a 
multivariate and heterogeneous manner. The evaluation criteria of 
the impact on the homeostatic state of the patients depend on the 
technological capabilities of the attending medical team. 

The tutor performs the following magnetic procedures: arrangement 
and attachment of electromagnetic inductors or permanent magnets 
around the diseased area and the adjacent healthy tissues. The 
electromagnetic inductors and permanent magnets are the impacting 
tips (cases) on the human body of common medical devices and 
magnetic therapy tools [37].

Medical procedures, physiotherapeutic and other medical devices, 
specific equipment and appliances, providing and implementing the 
second component of the multi-component (two-component in this 
case) physical impact, which are used in the first exemplary practical 
guide to Dr. Kanev’s method of body-educational treatment and 
healing: 

The end actively operating modular elements (end tip technical 
cases) are placed directly next to and around the sick human 
body and are permanent magnetic discs and plates or ergonomic 
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electromagnetic inductors manufactured for the specific purpose. 
They can be different in number and have different sizes and 
specific technical characteristics. These end impacting magnetic and 
electromagnetic cases can be different in mechanical appearance and 
have different mechanical fastening around the body of the sick person, 
i.e. they can have their own supporting mechanical constructions of 
different types and purposes, allowing their distribution in the space 
around the body of the sick person and their permanent fixation in 
certain topological anatomical places where they are needed [38-40].

The end cases may be portable, they may be equipped with 
independent and autonomous control units and power units and may 
be temporarily arranged around the patient for the purposes of the 
treatment procedure. The patient lies on a standard physiotherapy 
couch or bed or on the mechanical mechanized bed module of the 
physiotherapy simulator (see Figure 5 and Figure 6).

Figure 5: From Dr. Kanev's photo archive: Portable electromagnetic 
device for body-educational treatment and healing - the two impact 
inductors and a lower limb mockup.

Figure 6: From Dr. Kanev's photo archive:  Portable electromagnetic 
device for body-educational treatment and healing– complete battery-
powered kit.
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In addition to these relatively small portable systems of permanent 
magnets and/or electromagnetic inductors – the so-called inductive 
cases, there are also specialized technological systems of such 
magnetic and/or electromagnetic cases, which are structurally 
embedded as magnetic or electromagnetic component modules in the 
complete multi-component specially manufactured physiotherapy 
weightlessness and gravity simulators. 

For example, see Figure 7 – medium-size electromagnetic 
physiotherapy simulator 03.

See Figure 8 – Medium-size electromagnetic physiotherapy 
simulator 04.
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See Figure 9 – Medium-size electromagnetic device 05.

See Figure 10 – Large electromagnetic physiotherapy simulator 06.

Figure 7: From Dr. Kanev's photo archive:  Medium-size 
electromagnetic physiotherapy simulator 03.

Figure 8: From Dr. Kanev's photo archive:  Medium-size electromagnetic 
physiotherapy simulator 04.

Figure 9: From Dr. Kanev's photo archive: Medium-size 
electromagnetic device 05.

Figure 10: From Dr. Kanev's photo archive:  Large electromagnetic 
physiotherapy simulator 06.
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See Figure 11 – Large electromagnetic physiotherapy simulator 06 
– upper electromagnetic module. 

See Figure 12: Large electromagnetic physiotherapy simulator 07.

See Figure 13 - Large electromagnetic physiotherapy simulator 08.  
A physiotherapy direction in Aerospace and Aeronautical Medicine 
was formed at the manufacturing company.
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See Figure 14 – Large electromagnetic physiotherapy simulator 09. 

See Figure 15 - Physiotherapy simulator 10 with permanent spirally 
rotating magnetic disks around the patient and simultaneous central 
axial rotation of these magnetic disks, mechanical and mechanized 
bed module available in the form of a capsule, with an option of 
automated movement along the transverse and longitudinal axis of 
the patient's body.

The magnetic component of impact as the second component of 
the physical educational impact has a supporting and logistical role 
in the organism's response to the first foundational component of 
the physical educational impact – namely, the cuff occlusion and 
reperfusion of the limb described above distally to the site of the 
injury and in the region of the lesser pelvis and lower abdomen 
above the projection of the benign hypertrophied prostate gland 
in the antiorthostatic, horizontal, and orthostatic positions of the 
weightlessness and gravity physiotherapy simulator. More specifically, 
the magnetic component has a role in the physiological effects of 
the organism to the states of occlusion and reperfusion of the limb's 
circulation and in the physiological effects of the organism in the 
stationary positions of the physical therapy simulator just listed.

Figure 11: From Dr. Kanev's photo archive:  Large electromagnetic 
physiotherapy simulator 06 - upper electromagnetic module.

Figure 12: From Dr. Kanev's photo archive:  Large electromagnetic 
physiotherapy simulator 07.

Figure 13: From Dr. Kanev's photo archive:  Large electromagnetic 
physiotherapy simulator 08.

Figure 14: From Dr. Kanev's photo archive:   Large electromagnetic 
physiotherapy simulator 09.
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The maintenance and logistics of the magnetic impact is 
implemented by prioritized (compared to the organism's reactions 
to standard magnetotherapy) perception and assimilation of the 
magnetic impact exercised by the organism in its physiological effects 
to the occlusion and reperfusion of the blood circulation and the 
changes in the general blood circulation of the sick organism and the 
pathology’s local blood circulation in the positions of the simulator 
[41, 42, 43].

The primary direct goal of the physical educational impact is to 
achieve vital changes in homeostasis in the tissues of the educated sick 
human body, distally to the applied pneumatic cuff and the topological 
region of the prostate gland (for homeostasis - see below). But the 
ultimate goal of the physical educational impact - conducted in the 
form of a lesson on the sick human body, is the organism’s response 
directed and prepared by the tutor.

In general, the organism’s response to the two-component physical 
educational impact is expressed during dominant physiological 
processes in the focus of disease and in the neighboring healthy 
tissues, as the organism switches to a new working mode. 

The dominant physiological processes of the organism and its new 
working mode are the reason for the occurrence and progress of new 
and more successful healing processes (see below).

The Two Components of the external physical impact are most 
often used simultaneously or very rarely out of phase, i.e. strict 
accuracy in their synchronization is not necessary.

The medical procedures typical of the two components are 
periodically carried out to achieve the above-mentioned physiological 
effects in the organism. Through these external procedures and the 
physiological effects caused by them inside the organism, controlled, 
biologically significant (and later therapeutically effective and 
significant) changes in certain homeostatic constants are achieved, in 
which a change and expansion of the boundaries of the homeostatic 
constants can be achieved. Changes in the working mode of the 
organism naturally and naturally follow, aiming at the recovery of the 
homeostasis state or development and transition of homeostasis into 
a new, more adequate state, known as homeorrhea. Allostasis and, in 
general, parallel development of homeomorphosis are also possible.
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During the periodic implementation of the medical procedures 
according to the requirements of this practical guide to the method of 
the body-educational healing, synergistic phenomena occur between 
the organism and the two-component external physical impact, 
which very actively and effectively support the homeostatic changes 
and development and help the organism improve its vital activity, and, 
in this specific case – the quality of the healing processes [44, 45].

Organization and Conducting of a Physical Multi-Component 
Educational Impact on The Sick Human Organism

Lesson on the human body (LEKCIONEM HUMAN CORPORE) 
- treatment with physical multicomponent educational impact. The 
tutor, in his role of an educating and treating person, through the 
medical procedures of the physical educational impact described 
above, conducts a lesson on the sick human body in the form of an 
educational - training test.

The educational physical impact is organized as training by lessons 
in the form of educational and training tests. These tests - trainings 
are created on the basis of the above described mechanical and 
magnetic procedures of the tutor, which are series of tasks - exercises 
with different values of important homeostasis constants for the sick 
organism. 

The subject and purpose of the educational training test are series 
of values of homeostasis constants artificially achieved by the tutor, 
such as – saturation of blood and tissues with oxygen, saturation of 
blood and tissues with nutrients, pH of blood and interstitial fluid, 
intravascular blood pressure (arterial, capillary and venous), tissue 
pressure dynamics etc.

Thus, the test is based on selected sequences of physical changes 
in important, major (disease-significant) homeostatic constants. The 
tutor creates these constants in the ongoing physiological processes in 
the focus of the disease and the adjacent healthy tissues. Also, these 
constants are crucial and determining for the pathogenetic chain. 
They are common for the causes and etiology of the disease on the 
one hand, and on the other - they are constituents of the physiological 
basis of the educational training test.

The sick human organism responds to the educational training 
test by striving to maintain its homeostasis or pass into a state of 
allostasis, forming isophysiological processes and switching to 
isomorphic and isofunctional metabolism. Thus, from the achieved 
temporary changes in the homeostasis constants, the organism begins 
to create and carry out isofunctional and isomorphic metabolic 
chains and isophysiological processes. These new metabolic chains 
and physiological processes are artificially and purposefully induced 
analogue prototypes of the naturally occurring long-standing but 
imperfect healing processes and their incomplete and unfinished 
natural prototypes.

When conducting these tests, the tutor aims for the organism to 
respond through effective adaptive changes in the course of the 
physiological processes in the focus of the disease and the adjacent 
healthy tissues.

These adaptive changes in the physiological processes, including 
the adaptive changes in the limit values of the constants, are usually 
obtained after several repetitions of the tests during the day and 
during the entire course of treatment. These repetitions are the basis 
of the organism's training in its healing.

Figure 15: From Dr. Kanev's photo archive:   Large electromagnetic 
physiotherapy simulator 10.
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One of the possible explanations for the organism's acquisition 
and selection of adaptive resultative physiological processes is the 
following: of the many isomorphic and isofunctional metabolic 
chains and isophysiological processes that have begun to take place, 
only those that manage to close a full metabolic and functional cycle 
end comprehensively and definitively. Most often, due to the substrate 
depletion of the above-mentioned metabolites, the organism 
selectively stimulates their production, simultaneously suppressing 
the production of the remaining isomorphic and isofunctional 
metabolites, as well as the flow of the rest of the isophysiological 
processes. This happens more and more obviously and in contrast 
when conducting each subsequent educational test (lesson). Over time 
and education, the organism's memory and structural mechanisms 
are activated. Thus, during the education, the organism repeatedly 
strengthens and expands the recovery of homeostasis to the extent 
of allostasis, creating synergistic and analogous isophysiological 
processes and isomorphic and isofunctional metabolites in its healing 
processes. That is, the organism switches to a new working mode, in 
which more successful healing processes are possible and take place - 
new quality healing occurs.

On the one hand, during the educational training test, through 
his force procedures, the tutor induces a maximum expansion of the 
homeostasis limits in the organism, including until the occurrence of 
allostasis. 

On the other hand, the physiological educational impact, especially 
through the activated magnetic force component, supports the 
organism in its processes of recovery of homeostasis to the extent of 
allostasis. More specifically, it supports the organism that perceives 
and assimilates it and more successfully forms isomorphic and 
isofunctional metabolites and carries out synergistic and analogous 
isophysiological processes.

Thus, when using the second component (the magnetic one) of the 
physical educational impact, the mechanically induced oscillatory 
changes (i.e. the first component of this impact) can be not only 
partially perceived or even neutralized by the organism, but in these 
magnetic conditions they are actively and effectively used more easily 
and more successfully by the same organism - to achieve another 
more adequate balance of its homeostasis and build a higher level of 
its self-organization (healing). 

In more general words, in the method of education on the patient's 
body - if the cuff-dependent occlusion/reperfusion of the peripheral 
blood supply is used alone, or if only positional mechanical states 
of the simulator are used alone to change the blood circulation, 
tissues and organs of the organism, the resulting physiological and 
isophysiological changes are isolated, limited, or neutralized by the 
organism, while with the simultaneous use of additional external 
magnetic activity, the same oscillatory changes are unfolded and 
developed by the evolutionarily created biological mechanisms in 
a new quality for this organism, i.e. reorganization of the healing 
processes is going on. 

With the use of the proposed method (in the cases provided here, 
algodystrophy of the knee joint and benign hyperplasia of the prostate 
gland), in the areas of the dystrophic loci and around them, tissues are 
reorganized and sanogenic antihypoxic and antihypotrophic sources 
and self-organizing factors of restorative and adaptive processes 
appear with pronounced homeorhesis and homeomorphosis and an 
adequate volume, weight and structural ratio between the organs in 
the organism.
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First Exemplary Practical Guide In Action:

Statistical methods and observations regarding the medical 
effectiveness of the application of the two-component physical 

impact when conducting medical-educational events, organized 
according to the original method "lesson on the human body - 

Lekcionem Human Corpore" on patients with algodistrophy of one 
knee joint. A double-blind study.

The physiological approach in physiotherapy consisting of 
controlled, educational changes and homeostasis processes in the 
damaged part of the human body achieves remarkable, positive, 
clinically significant healing results.

This description and content are not the subject of this article. 
Information is available in Dr. Kanev’s article “A New Unique 
Magnetic Treatment Method in Physiotherapy for Body educational 
Healing: Observations on Algodystrophy of a Knee Joint” – Kanev, 
Int J Phys Ther Rehab 2024, 10:185, https://doi.org/10.15344/2455-
7498/2024/185. Here I will quote only the conclusion, which will be 
used for the purposes of comparison and understanding the common 
aspects in the treatment of the two different nosological groups and 
will demonstrate the scope of the application of Dr. Kanev's method:

         
Conclusion: The physiological approach in physiotherapy, which 
is expressed in controlled educational changes and processes of 
homeostasis in the damaged part of the human body, achieves 
remarkable positive clinically significant healing results.

Second Exemplary Practical Guide in Action:

Statistical methods and observations regarding the medical 
effectiveness of the application of the two-component physical 
impact when conducting medical-educational events, organized 
according to the original method "lesson on the human body - 
Lekcionem Human Corpore" on patients with benign hypertrophy 
of the prostate gland - by limited use of the mechanical mechanized 
bed module of the physiotherapy weightlessness and gravity 
simulator - during the entire course of treatment, the patient is only 
in an antiorthostatic position, with his head down and a constant bed 
inclination of 20 degrees. In such medical fields as resuscitation and 
surgery for surgical interventions in the pelvic region - for example, 
in prostate surgery, in operations on organs in the lower abdomen, in 
gynecological surgeries and other types of medical procedures, this 
position of the patient's body is known as the Trendelenburg position. 
To achieve an impromptu Trendelenburg position, a tilting table with 
a simple mechanical design (or even a simple table or a physiotherapy 
couch - placed by a simple, preliminary lifting of one end - at an 
inclination of between 15 and 20 degrees) is used and can be easily 
reproduced in hospitals and outpatient settings. That is, the application 
and use of the body-educational treatment method can be organized 
relatively easily in the conditions of an improvised Weightlessness and 
Gravity Physiotherapy Simulator in most physiotherapy units, with 
standard magnetotherapy and electromagnetotherapy equipment. I 
recommend the use of low frequency, Pulsed Electromagnetic Field 
(PEMF) - including a portable device for body-educational treatment 
and healing that can be used safely– see again Fig. 6 and Fig.7. The 
two electromagnetic end impacting cases in red-pink insulation bags 
are not placed around the knee joint (as shown in this figure), but in 
the projection areas of the prostate gland: one electromagnetic case 
touches the front wall of the lesser pelvis, the second electromagnetic 
case fits snugly against the pelvic floor. A double-blind study.
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Objectives:

1. One of the objectives of this study is to determine the clinical 
significance and contribution of the use of two-component 
physical treatment, including a magnetic treatment component, 
to the physical education of the patient's body as a new type of 
physical treatment. And more specifically, to make a comparison 
with the well-known effectiveness of the widely used standard, 
low-frequency, pulsed, electromagnetic therapy in patients with 
benign prostatic hypertrophy.

2. The methodology and medical practice of space and aviation 
medicine (also known as space and environmental medicine) 
are not widely used in the methodology and practice of modern, 
standard physical therapy.

When applying a general physiological approach simultaneously 
to the above-mentioned two different areas of medical theory 
and practice, I would like to point out the common patterns 
between their strictly specific features. I would like to make a 
facilitating analogy between certain methodological principles 
of space medicine and certain methodological principles 
of physiotherapy, aiming at the mutual utilization of their 
independent successes into a single methodological system and 
its application in modern and future medical practice.

Therefore, I use the approach of comparing the treatment of knee 
joint algodystrophy (detailed, clearer and phenomenological in 
modern physiotherapy) and the treatment of benign prostatic 
hypertrophy by the physiotherapy weightlessness and gravity 
simulator, which is currently unknown in both medical fields 
mentioned above.

Thus, this new method of body-educational treatment and 
healing could be used not only in the limited scope of space, 
aviation medicine and environmental medicine, but mostly in 
the wide healthcare system of the society.

3. Another aim of the study is to evaluate the attitude and 
(tolerability), tolerance of patients with benign prostatic 
hypertrophy to the use of the first component of the two-
component physical impact. This is the controlled, educational, 
sparing (low-grade - between 15 and 20 degrees) stationary, 
short-term, antiorthostatic head-down, supine position of the 
patient in the mechanized bed module of the physiotherapy 
weightlessness and gravity simulator during the application of 
the electromagnetic impact (the second component of this two-
component physical impact). The study also focused on the 
task of establishing whether there is a dynamic in the patients' 
tolerance to the second component of the two-component 
physical impact. It also tried to observe the nature of the change 
in the dynamics of the tolerance and establish whether the 
electromagnetic impact has a characteristic and regular influence 
on this tolerance.

4. To demonstrate a more accessible version of the application 
of the physical weightlessness and gravity simulator - i.e. to 
use with a clinically significant positive intent, permanently, 
the tilted patient table or bed in the so-called anti-orthostatic 
Trendelenburg position in combination with mass-produced 
and widely distributed magnetic and electromagnetic medical 
devices.
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5. To demonstrate the perspectives and trends of development of 
the multi-component physical impact according to Dr. Kanev's 
method of body-educational treatment and healing. In the 
specific case, these are combinations of treatment of knee joint 
algodystrophy in the physiotherapy weightlessness and gravity 
simulator, where the physical multi-component impact is three-
component - namely: 1- antiorthostatic, positional inclination 
of the patient table or bed; 2- simultaneous occlusions and 
subsequent reperfusions of the peripheral circulation proximal 
to the knee joint of the diseased leg; 3- simultaneous use during 
the procedural time of synchronized magnetotherapeutic and 
electromagnetotherapeutic impacts. I have observations with 
exactly this three-component physical impact during body 
educational treatment and healing with wonderful results.

Another version of the two-component physical treatment of 
algodystrophy of the knee joint is the use of magnetotherapeutic 
or electromagnetotherapeutic impact on a patient lying head down 
on an antiorthostatic plane – patient table or bed at an angle to the 
horizontal between 15 and 20 degrees, without using the physiological 
effects of occlusion and reperfusion of the circulation of the diseased 
limb proximally to the injured knee joint. But the materials under this 
subsection 3 are the subjects of other articles.

Determination of patients eligible for statistical processing 
and selection of methods and criteria for evaluation of disease 
manifestations and for their comparative analysis regarding the 
obtained treatment results. The determination of the patients was 
carried out according to the requirements of information and 
consent of the patients and in compliance with the rules of the 
medical ethics committee:

To achieve the goals and tasks defined above, I selected two 
main groups - first (1) and second (2) - with 78 male patients aged 
between 45 and 60 in each group, with the age distribution within the 
groups being symmetrically reciprocal. Patients in both main groups 
have had benign prostatic hypertrophy for more than one year. All 
patients were examined multiple times by specialists in urology, who 
determined their diagnosis, which in all cases was objectified by 
ultrasound and X-ray, computed-axial tomography. They have been 
treated repeatedly with temporary and unsatisfactory results. The 
treatment in 93% of the patients in each group is conservative – with 
medicines, and 27% of the patients in both groups mentioned above 
permanently wear a temporary urinary catheter while waiting for 
their proposed future surgical intervention, which, according to their 
treating urologists, is necessary and unavoidable.

Scheme of Anamnestic Documentary Assessment Test - ADAT 
test to assess the severity of the disease - benign hypertrophy of the 
prostate gland, and the assessment represents a total value - number 
that is the calculated sum of the values of the following indicators and 
criteria (more than one indicator or criterion from one subgroup of 
the test can be taken):

1. Examination by a specialist - urologist and determined diagnosis 
of "Benign hypertrophy of the prostate gland" (an attached 
medical document is required) – 10 points are added to the 
overall assessment of the severity of the disease.

2. Ultrasound data on the grade and nature of hypertrophy of the 
prostate gland (an attached medical document is required):
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• Slight enlargement of the prostate gland – 3 points
• Enlargement of one of the lobes of the prostate gland – 4 points 
• Enlargement of both lobes of the prostate gland – 6 points 
• Enlargement of the paraurethral prostate glands – 8 points 
• Enlargement of the prostate gland of 30% or more – 10 points

3. Ultrasound-determined amount of residual urine in the bladder 
after water loading and micturition (an attached medical 
document is required):

• Amount of residual urine up to 80 ml – 5 points
• Amount of residual urine up over 80 ml – 7 points

4. Micturition and dysuric disorders:

• Increased total number of nighttime urinations – 2 points
• Increased total number of urinations during the day and night 

– 3 points
• Thin, weak urine stream – 4 points
• Interruption of the urine stream – 4 points
• Urgent (immediate) urges to urinate – 4 points
• Painful urination – 5 points
• Burning when urinating – 5 points
• Feeling of incomplete emptying of the bladder – 6 points
• Feeling of bladder pressure after urination – 6 points
• Difficulty starting to urinate – 7 points
• Extra effort needed to empty the bladder – 7 points
• Urine leaking in drops when urinating – 8 points
• Involuntary discharge of urine – 8 points
• Temporary urethral catheter placed – 10 points

Note – The patient is required to have stopped any medications 
7 days prior to the present body-educational treatment and not to 
conduct any other type of treatment independently and concurrently 
with the ongoing treatment. The maximum grade and severity of the 
benign hypertrophy of the prostate gland, expressed as a total number 
of points under the ADAT test, is 120 points.

Patients in each main group were further divided into two groups 
– conditionally named – active (A) and control (C) with 39 patients 
in each group. All approved participants - patients in the groups for 
the further observations had grade and severity of the disease above 
100 points, expressed as a total calculated score under the ADAT test 
conducted by independent medical personnel. 

Four groups of 39 patients were formed and numbered as follows – 
1A, 1C, 2A and 2C. The healing impact was performed on the patients 
for 45 minutes, once a day, for 15 days in all groups.

Actions to apply the methods 
 
The treatment was organized as follows:

• For group 1A - a two-component physical impact in the 
form of a "lesson on the human body" on the anti-orthostatic 
mechanical bed module of the physiotherapy weightlessness and 
gravity simulator inclined at 15-20 degree, with synchronously 
and normally operating electromagnetic inductors around the 
projection area of the diseased prostate gland;

• For group 1C, placebo - control group, a single-component 
mechanical physical impact was applied, with the patient placed 
in the position described in 1A group, but the electromagnetic 
inducers were placed placebo and demonstratively around the 
projection area of the diseased prostate gland without working;
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• For group 2A – a single-component physical impact with 
working electromagnetic inductors around the projection 
area of the diseased prostate gland, with the patient lying in a 
horizontal, stationary position in the mechanical bed module of 
the physiotherapy simulator;

• For group 2C - in the form of a single-component physical impact, 
which consisted only of the anti-orthostatic, constant mechanical 
position of the bed module of the physiotherapy simulator. In 
this control group, the patients had no electromagnetic inducers 
placed around the projection area of the diseased prostate gland 
or elsewhere on their bodies.

The patients and the medical personnel conducting the physical 
procedures and evaluating the initial conditions and the results 
achieved in the patients did not know the composition of the patient 
groups and the actual working modes of the physiotherapy devices 
used.

Results and Discussion 

Summary comparison of the effectiveness of the treatment in group 
1A versus group 2A - clinically significant, clearly visible positive 
results were obtained in the patients of group 1A - restoration of 
normal or sufficiently close to normal life functions and activities, 
practically completely acceptable increase in the quality of life. The 
ADAT grade and severity score at the end of the treatment course for 
group 1A generally ranged between 5 and 17, with a group mean of 
11, and was statistically significant due to the fact that improvements 
occurred simultaneously in all indicators and follow-up criteria 
defined in the baseline ADAT test and the further improvements 
are in steady, daily increments of rapid, demonstrably noticeable, 
medically and socially significant improvements.  

Patients' tolerance to the procedures induced by the antiorthostatic 
position of the bed module in the physiotherapy simulator increased 
during each subsequent procedure. This was also achieved probably 
due to the achievement of remarkable positive clinical results by the 
patients themselves.

The ADAT grade and severity score at the end of the treatment 
course for group 2А generally ranged between 48 and 85, with a 
group mean of 66.5, and is statistically reliable due to the fact that 
the improvements occur simultaneously in all indicators and follow-
up criteria defined in the baseline ADAT test, and in addition, the 
improvements are at a steady, daily step of slow and hard-to-detect 
improvement.  

Assessment of treatment effectiveness in group 1C – clinically 
insignificant improvement in 14% of the cases.

The ADAT grade and severity score at the end of the treatment 
course for group 1C generally ranged between 76 and 93, with a 
group mean of 84.5, and is statistically reliable due to the fact that 
the improvements occur simultaneously in all indicators and follow-
up criteria defined in the baseline ADAT test and, furthermore, 
the improvements are at a consistent, daily step of unsatisfactory 
improvement.

Patients showed very good tolerance to the procedures induced by 
the anti-orthostatic position of the bed module in the physiotherapy 
simulator. Despite the unsatisfactory treatment effect, all patients 
completed the course of treatment.
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Assessment of treatment effectiveness in group 2C – variable and 
insignificant clinical improvement in 4% of the cases.

The ADAT grade and severity score at the end of the treatment course 
for group 2К generally ranged between 84 and 100, with a group mean 
of 92, and is statistically reliable, due to the fact that the improvements 
occur simultaneously in all indicators and follow-up criteria defined 
in the baseline ADAT test and, moreover, the improvements are at a 
constant, daily step of minimal and insignificant improvement. Seven 
of the patients withdrew on day 8 from the start of treatment.

Conclusion 

The physiological approach in physiotherapy, which is expressed 
in controlled educational changes and processes of homeostasis in 
the damaged part of the human body, achieves remarkable, positive, 
clinically significant healing results.

The body-educational healing method of multi-component physical 
impact significantly increases the positive results of magnetotherapy 
and electromagnetotherapy. 

The physiotherapy weightlessness and gravity simulator is a 
successful medical solution and has a progressive perspective.
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